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ABSTRACT
The fast-growing internet services have led to the rapid development of storing, retrieving and
processing health-related documents from a public cloud. In such a scenario, the performance of
cloud services offered is not guaranteed, since it depends on efficient resource scheduling, network
bandwidth, etc. The trade-off which lies between the cost and the QoS is that the cost should be variably
low on achieving high QoS. This can be done by performance optimization. In order to optimize the
performance, a novel task scheduling algorithm is proposed in this article. The main advantage of
this proposed scheduling algorithm is to improve the QoS parameters which comprises of metrics
such as response time, computation time, availability and cost. The proposed work is simulated in
Aneka and shows better performance compared to existing paradigms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many Organizations store health related documents in a secure way and provide them to their customers
in electronic way which is denoted as E-Health. In such a scenario, to minimize the cost and to improve
the performance, the organization used to store their documents in a cloud. Cloud computing is a
technology that provides the efficiency, scalability and flexibility for the services it offers. It is a
framework implemented for providing anything as a service over the Internet. Cloud is a network grid
that relies on virtualization and strives to offer multi-tenancy. It works on a pay-per-service model that
delivers on-demand services. Cloud computing deployment models are classified into public cloud,
private cloud, hybrid cloud and community cloud. It also comprises of different service models namely
software-as-a-service (SAAS), platform-as-a-service (PAAS) and infrastructure-as-a-service (IAAS).
SAAS allows cloud users to consume application software over Internet on demand based requests
without installations to the local machines. PAAS model is utilized to develop applications and for
hosting them on cloud, consists of operating systems, resource allocation and sharing, databases,
etc. IAAS forms the base for the other two service models that consists of data centers, physical
computing devices and also enables virtualization. Various vendors provide these services directly
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to the cloud users. Some of the well-known cloud giants are Amazon, Microsoft, salesforce, google
and IBM. PAAS vendors are google app engine, azure, salesforce, bluecloud, amazon web services
and Manjrasoft Aneka. IAAS providers are open nebula, eucalyptus, etc. It consists of stacks, libraries
and runtime environment to develop and maintain services across the network (Buyya et al., 2013;
Buyya et al., 2010; Ferry et al., 2013). Cloud computing is a technology that enforces a connective
environment that allows concurrent execution of services across the network. The accessibility to
cloud is made easier by its deployment models, though which utilization of cloud is limited by pay
per use model. The distributed applications are migrated to cloud from desktop grids. PAAS model
is utilized to develop applications and for hosting it on cloud, consists of operating systems, resource
allocation and sharing, databases, etc. Multiple developers use tools to develop web apps provided
by PAAS. Though development is constrained to certain languages like java, python, .Net, ruby on
rails and few more, it provides efficiency, scalability, interoperability and quick deployment with
reduction in cost (Banerjee et al.,2014). Various risk factors are associated with PAAS such as access
control, security, technical support from vendors and flexibility. It comprises of user management,
resource allocation and database management. The scalability and performance of applications on
cloud environment should be comparatively high over traditional distributed computing. To ensure
this, various service models support enormous functionalities which offer the quality of service and
the performance metrics.
Aneka is purely a PAAS provider and it supports linux and windows platforms. It also allows
third party cloud deployment which is useful for dynamic scheduling. Aneka is extensible, i.e. the
aneka built-in API’s can be used for developing application on top of it, the programming model and
algorithms can be extended or customized by the developers. The platform abstraction layer (PAL)
in aneka allows the cloud computing platform to work upon different operating systems. This layer
interacts with the physical machine on which aneka is installed and supports a run time environment
to scale applications on various platforms. The detailed architecture of the aneka cloud is illustrated in
(Vecchiola et al., 2009). It comprises of four layers namely application development and management,
middleware, PAL layer and infrastructure. Inbuilt API’s and various tools are implemented in the
application layer. The middleware hosts distinct services offered by aneka, the fabric services, the
foundation services, execution services that includes different programming models and the transversal
services that provides persistence and security. The cloud paradigm is associated with many challenges
while deploying a real time application on top of it. The important aspect for a scalable application
is the accessibility, the flexibility and concurrency. Many cloud computing platforms are providing
different services, whereas aneka cloud outperforms the other PAAS vendors. Aneka provides the
extensibility over the libraries and also portability. Aneka cloud can be utilized for optimizing all
kinds of applications.
There are some aspects through which the consumers can evaluate when using a cloud service.
The service is measurable in terms of performance and this impacts the quality of service. The QOS
based resource scheduling is an important factor for efficient resource utilization and cost optimization.
A priority based scheduling for achieving multi-QOS parameters and user satisfaction is proposed
and evaluated (Lawrance & Silas, 2013). Resource scheduling can be affected by certain factors
namely CPU speed, bandwidth, stability (task states) and task size. The cloud performance needs to
be measured to assess the quality of service offered. The evaluation is based upon metrics that varies
for each feature in cloud computing (Bardsiri & Hashemi, 2014). The cloud computing features can
be measured in order to evaluate the quality of service. Each feature can be measured with the help
of certain metrics which is depicted in Figure 1. For scalability, a resource assignment is measured.
To check the availability, response time is measured. Likewise, the efficiency of the service is based
on proper resource utilization.
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2. RELATED WORKS
Distributed applications deployed on cloud are being managed across different geographical places.
Parallel processing and distributive access to the applications on cloud is essential. Due to the
increasing number of users, workload and application management is at risk. In order to recover
this issue, a federated inter cloud model is proposed and evaluated in terms of performance by using
the simulator tool, Clouds (Buyya et al., 2010). The work compares the various tools that offer
cloud computing services to the end users. The comparisons are made for eucalyptus, Microsoft
azure, amazon EC2, google app engine, aneka and go grid. These tools are compared for its load
balancing and auto-scaling capabilities. The proposed framework is still a conventional method,
because federation in clouds deals with a centralized mechanism only. Though it has resulted with
less cost and flexibility, decentralized cloud outperforms the centralized cloud. Applications should
dynamically adapt to the workloads which change based on the user demands. This improves autoscaling and load balancing. In (Campos et al., 2015), a performance evaluation model is proposed to
improve elasticity of the cloud environment. The Markov chain model is used for the performance
analysis based on virtual machines in private cloud. This showed an improvement in performance and
increased auto-scaling. Migration performance of cloud applications is an essential parameter, since
virtual machine migration and scheduling are the most important factors that enforce the efficient
cloud into existence. A quantitative analysis of migration performance is represented in (Kumar &
Saxena, 2015) that include parameters such as virtual machine size, network bandwidth and dirty rate
of applications on cloud. The migration model is analyzed in CloudSim with respect to the migration
time taken. Scientific computing is referred as applications that involve large scientific problems
which are traditionally solved by using high performance computing. Some examples of scientific
computing apps are brain imaging, ECG recording system, etc. Nowadays scientific computing
applications are being migrated to cloud. This created an evolution in cloud models which results
in vendors offering QOS based services. Manjrasoft aneka is a framework that provides PAAS for

Figure 1. Cloud computing general metrics
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developers to create and run applications on cloud with different language base as support. It acts
as a user interface with API’s and SDKs, and also supports virtualization and IAAS with third party
deployment (Vecchiola et al., 2009). Aneka offers various programming models and the models
offered can also be extended with customized models. Scientific experiments can be implemented
using aneka with its flexible programming models and execution services. A case study of gene
expression classification is stated in (Vecchiola et al., 2009), the comparison is done with different
classifier models. Aneka acts as a middleman that provides the distributed access and build on amazon
EC2 public cloud cluster, S3 for storage services. The QOS levels attained and the performance of
scientific applications on cloud is optimized and analyzed. HPC in cloud is addressed and evaluated
in (ExpóSito et al., 2013). HPC can be defined as, “High Performance Computing (HPC) most
generally refers to the practice of aggregating computing power in a way that delivers much higher
performance than one could get out of a typical desktop computer or workstation in order to solve
large problems in science, engineering or business”. The HPC applications are evaluated in terms
of performance by using amazon EC2 platform and it is proved by better provisioning and network
communication (ExpóSito et al., 2013). In (Gupta et al., 2016), HPC applications for cloud and its
performance, type of applications that uses HPC and how effectively HPC applications are hosted
on cloud were addressed with the help of analysis using Clouds. By using HPC, the number of users
and heterogeneous network of systems are expanded. In accordance with this, the cloud where HPC
applications are hosted should provide the scalability and performance in a large scale. Different
applications are analyzed across different platforms using cloud services such as EC2, open cirrus
and so on (Gupta et al., 2016). The experiments show how optimized cloud for HPC performs and
increased throughput reflects how HPC is possible in cloud perspective. However further optimization
is required in order to attain QOS and security. Improving the performance of HPC is feasible by
migrating them on cloud. Performance of such applications are improved and analyzed over amazon
EC2 cloud system in (Hassani et al., 2014). This is implemented using parallel radix sort algorithm,
where MPI technique is used for faster task scheduling and execution. An optimal solution by using
amazon EC2 cloud is proposed and evaluated for HPC applications (Hassani et al., 2014). Parallel
HPC applications are moving their implementation towards cloud where certain improvements
need to be deployed in terms of security, scalability and availability. Various applications are being
deployed over cloud of distinct providers. The key parameters that improve the performance of the
applications are taken into account and platforms/tools are chosen to host these applications. A brief
overview about different types of applications on cloud is reviewed. Multiple cloud systems and
applications deployed on it is discussed below with the context of the type of application, services
utilized, performance required and various programming models.
The scalability and communication performance of HPC applications on windows Azure cloud
is tested with certain benchmarks in terms of speed ups, communication among the nodes, kernel
performance in the cluster and security (Hassan et al., 2015). Most of the cloud providers are supporting
Linux-based platform, only Microsoft azure and Manjrasoft Aneka are windows-based platform that
uses .Net framework to build applications on it. Performance analysis on a HPC application using
Windows Azure is established and a comparative study is made between normal machine, amazon
EC2 and azure platform (Roloff et al., 2012). It is proven that azure performance is good and cost
efficient than the other platforms. Also challenges faced during porting application form Linux to
windows have been mentioned. In (Ostermann et al., 2009), identified that amazon EC2 cloud is
not sufficient to handle application based on scientific computing. Performance evaluation on VM’s
schedule in accordance with the requests per second and compared between metrics like bandwidth,
stream rate, and page views, etc. Further enhancements on the cloud system and efficiency need
to be implemented to handle all type of workloads from HPC and scientific applications. In the
proposed work, (Masdari et al., 2016) the algorithm workflow is classified into bio-inspired/scientific
workflow, heuristic workflow and a combination of both the work flows, which constitutes to the
hybrid workflow. These scheduling algorithm are tested with cloud computing deployment models
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and a comparison with respect to certain factors like time, cost, QOS, etc., are evaluated. A cost
optimized approach using scientific workflow scheduling is proposed in (Alkhanak et al., 2016), where
cost-based factors are focused in order to yield optimized results. In (Zhang et al., 2016), resource
provisioning algorithms are classified under different cloud deployments to obtain optimal solutions.
It guides to best algorithm selection for cloud based issues and developments. Optimized performance
guarantees quality of services. Many metaheuristic algorithms are used for scheduling process. These
algorithms are well known bio-inspired algorithms that can be utilized for getting optimal solutions.
The survey of certain algorithms used in cloud is discussed and a comparative analysis is presented
in (Kalra & Singh, 2015). A queuing model based scheduling algorithm is proposed that results with
improved performance and energy efficient (Cheng et al., 2015). The task waiting time is reduced
when compared to other metaheuristic scheduling algorithms. Different ways to attain QOS in cloud
computing and various research works on its importance is briefly reviewed (Abdelmaboud et al.,
2015). The study focuses on QOS approaches need to be followed with respect to the service models
in cloud computing. This also impacts for QOS improvements.
The scientific application is implemented using genetic algorithm, the performance of the
application is evaluated in terms of cost and the execution time. ECG data analysis with patient’s
data in autonomous cloud is experimented using aneka and third party authentication with amazon
EC2 infrastructure (Pandey et al., 2012). The dynamic provisioning results with maximum response
time, user satisfaction and reduced cost. The challenges associated with distributed applications on
aneka include security and virtual machine management. A cloud web portal is developed for testing
and deploy application using aneka framework (Alrokayan & Buyya, 2013). It compares the thread
and task programming model with its applications and proved that thread model executes faster than
task model. The results achieved shows that the execution time can be decreased by increasing the
number of worker nodes used. Implementing distributed applications on multi-clouds using aneka
integration with Azure and EC2 is evaluated in (Buyya & Barreto, 2015). The work emphasizes the
customizable and extensible feature of aneka cloud. The execution time taken by the application on
azure and amazon EC2 is compared to establish the integration successful. A prototype of building
IOT applications using Amazon EC2 on top of aneka cloud is proposed in (Khodadadi et al., 2015).
Cloud workflow engine is designed using aneka framework and workflow model is established to
improve the scalability and efficiency of the cloud systems (Zhou et al., 2014).
As a result, all the existing methodology that was used for task scheduling performs in a way
that the service time and the task duration are unknown. The values are not predetermined and there
is no deadline for a particular task, due to this resources are not properly utilized. Hence, most of the
scheduling algorithms are not pre-emptive. Therefore, a new scheduling algorithm is to be proposed
to overcome the limitations observed in order to attain maximum performance and reduced cost. This
ensures the quality of service to minimize the performance in cloud computing.
3. PROPOSED WORK
A scheduling policy for wireless networks with QOS guaranteed is proposed in (Iftikhar et al., 2015).
The proposed algorithm uses queuing theory with Markov chain process analysis. The scheduling
strategy follows priority based scheduling and also ensures that the QOS parameters are improved.
The parameters validated are bandwidth, delay and queue delay time. A queuing theory based
model for cloud computing is presented in (Vilaplana et al., 2014). It ensures QOS by validating
the response time, arrival time and service rate of the processors. The simulation results show
the efficiency of the proposed model in terms of improved performance. A queuing theory based
approach is represented in (Maguluri & Srikant, 2014) which is throughput optimal and addressed
the previous limitations by scheduling jobs with unknown durations, i.e. job size duration is not
bounded to a particular value. The tasks should be efficiently distributed to the resources available,
which would help to achieve performance. The traditional FCFS algorithm is extended to handle
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parallel workloads in cloud environment (Liu et al., 2015). Though the proposed algorithm is faster
than conventional FCFS scheduling, the job size and resources required are not estimated. Service
oriented resource provisioning is implemented using the aneka framework with integrated amazon
EC2 virtual instances (Calheiros et al., 2012). An algorithm of spot instances for task scheduling is
discussed and highlighted for the improved performance achieved. A deadline driven mechanism
for provisioning resources in hybrid cloud to execute scientific applications using aneka is proposed
in (Vecchiola et al., 2012). The algorithm executes the given task based on resource availability and
the resource is selected from the resource pool. The deadline driven algorithm supports provisioning
services, where resources are provisioned according to the deadline calculated. The resources are
provisioned in such a way that it attains the deadline.
Though the deadline driven provisioning algorithm is useful for allocating resources from different
sources, it creates a trade off in the QOS offered. The provisioning of resources is optimized in terms
of estimating a deadline for the number of task requests. The limitation found here is that the cost will
be increased while provisioning resources from public sources. Proper resource utilization should
be focused in order to optimize the cost factor. The proposed algorithm in (Vecchiola et al., 2012) is
efficient only for certain applications that generates less amount of workload. While scaling a high
performance computing application, the workloads will be high and dynamic. To schedule these
kinds of workloads, we propose a scheduling algorithm that ensures optimized QOS and efficient
resource utilization.
3.1. QOS Enhanced Scheduling Algorithm
The proposed scheduling algorithm is based on queuing theory (M/M/c). The algorithm is modeled
to improve the performance of the cloud by reducing the total execution time of the application by
optimized resource scheduling. It follows pre-emptive scheduling where tasks waiting in queue for a
longer time period are rescheduled. This uses join operation to interrupt a thread from its execution.
The algorithms is presented below, the terms used are briefed as follows. The tasks, ‘t’ to be executed
which will be queued in ready queue, ‘Q’. ‘R’ represents the resources which can be statically or
dynamically deployed, desktop machines and virtual machines. The similar tasks are grouped together
under separate groups, G (G exists from 1 to n). The value ‘S’ denotes the current state at which
the task is present. The task deadline, D is estimated by the product of resource capacity and the
waiting time. The arrival time of each task is taken into account to estimate the waiting time. The
probability mass function is used to calculate the arrival time for tasks. The arrival time of tasks are
not known, hence it is stochastic, is assumed as random. The arrival time is calculated by continuoustime Markov process.
1
Begin
2
Load entry task t into ready queue Q
3
t ← task
4
R ← available resources for the request submitted
5
G ← group of tasks that requires same service rates to
complete
6
S ← state at which the task is currently present
7
foreach task with time t
8
t ← first task from Q
9
for t(1 to N) tasks do
10
Calculate arrival time of each task,t
11
Arrival time, at ← probabilistic mass function
12
End for
13
Task deadline, D ← (capacity of resource, c) ×(Waiting
time, w) – 1
14
Where c← average no. of tasks completed by R in a unit
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time
15
W ← total time required for a task from s1 to s2
16
for t do
17
get R with min(D)
18
if min(D)<=c
19
schedule t
20
else
21
reschedule t with R having C> D
22
end  
23
if R > tasks in ready queue
24
release ← no. of task in waiting state – R
25
end for
26
for next task to be scheduled
27
add tasks to Q
28
repeat step 12 to 25
29
end foreach
30
end
The input of the algorithm is the request submitted by the user at a unit time and resource required
for each task, its capacity and price. A task state varies from queued, scheduled, completed, aborted,
failed and rescheduled. The threshold value for the capacity of resource is taken from the execution
logs of resource by the scheduler.
3.2. Workload
Workload in cloud computing is a challenging factor which is dynamic and more complex. The
management of different kinds of workloads promotes performance and guarantees QOS. Workload
modeling to ensure proper resource usage analysis is presented (Magalhães et al., 2015). The work
also implements a model for web application to handle dynamic workloads. The simulation results
show the efficiency of the proposed model. Workload can simply be defined as a task or job that
needs to be completed by a system. The tasks required to complete certain actions of a system. For
example, for a web application when the user clicks on a button, a request and response from both
the user and the server side are referred as the tasks. This transforms as a workload on a large scale
usage, i.e. when multiple users are active on the same application. An energy efficient task scheduling
model is proposed for cloud data centers (Dong et al., 2015). The model is developed with the usage
of greedy algorithm on constraint based scheduling that saves energy. The workload includes large
number of tasks that demands quick response time and proper resource utilization. Task deadlines
and proper resource provisioning can be used to handle different workloads.
3.3. Scheduling Strategy
The stochastic process is referred as chains, where the variables are random. Markov process constitutes
the fundamental theory underlying the concept of queuing systems. The queuing theory forms the
basis of scheduling. The arrival time for each task/job in queue can be calculated using continuoustime Markov chains.
T denotes all tasks, Tt1 , Tt 2 , Tt 3 , , Ttn where each task in queue varies with different time t.

t0  t1  t2  .......  tn  tn 1 , n  N and Si  S  N 0 for the conditional probability mass
function, Ttn+1 depends only on the last previous value, Ttn and not on the earlier values,
Tt1 , Tt 2 , Tt 3 , , Ttn −1 .
Arrivaltime, P Ttn 1
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Waiting time, the mean waiting time is distributed exponentially and it is represented as

Pij (u , v)

= P (Tv = j | Tu = i ) . Pij (u , v) the continuous time markov chain to travel from state i to state
j during the period of time (u, v) where u<=v.
Deadline estimation, D is the product of resource capacity, c and waiting time of task, w D = (c ×
w) - 1


The queue length,

Q   x.  x where  x  P[ x _ jobs _ in _ Queue] .

Resource utilization,

x 1




where λ is the arrival rate and µ is the service rate for m
m

machines (multiple machines). To reschedule a task, the response time of each task and expected
completion time of the task is recorded.
The scheduling strategy deals with calculating the inter arrival time of each tasks in the queue
followed by estimating the task waiting time. This helps to formulate the deadline for a task. A task
with minimum deadline is scheduled first and resources are released when not utilized. The main
factor that helps to overcome the deadline driven algorithm is task completion time. In the existing
deadline driven scheduling algorithm [20], the deadline is calculated for resource provisioning.
However, this kind of scheduling involves more number of resources on an average. The proposed
algorithm overcomes this by means of proper resource utilization. This is achieved by estimating the
deadline with resource capacity and waiting time of tasks. The working and efficiency of the QOS
enhanced scheduling algorithm is evaluated and experimented using aneka. The experimental setup
and analysis is presented in the following section.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimentation is done by using the proposed scheduling algorithm in aneka cloud. The aneka
cloud is created by adding local and virtual machines. The master and worker containers together
form the aneka cloud deployment. Initially, the local machine is added by installing a master and three
worker containers. To create a private/public cloud, third party cloud provider can be integrated. We
use the Xeon server to obtain dynamic resources. The virtual machines are managed by the Xeon
server pool and resource pool manager in aneka. The VM instances are also connected to Aneka by
means of resource provisioning service. The machines provide 1.3 GB of memory and 20GB storage
with windows and Linux platforms. The proposed algorithm can be implemented inside aneka using
the scheduling service. The work uses thread programming model, one of the model offered by aneka
which is comparatively faster and enables parallel processing and supports distributed applications.
The model uses
the thread scheduler where the scheduler uses an algorithm for scheduling the tasks to execute
the application. By extending the scheduling service, the novel algorithm can be implemented and
Table 1. Components
Containers
Aneka Master
Aneka Workers

Static Resources

Dynamic Resources

Consumption

tcp://192.168.1.108:9090/localhost

1 Xen server VM

141.77

tcp://192.168.1.108:9092

2VM instances Xen server pool

1.57

tcp://192.168.1.108:9093

2791.21

tcp://192.168.1.108:9096

20.358
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used for application scheduling. The aneka cloud components and resources provisioned are listed
in Table 1 with average resource consumptions.
The applications that can be developed using aneka can be a web application, multithreading
application, scientific computing or also analytics application. All these applications can be executed
using task or thread model except the analytics application which deals with large data can be executed
using the Map Reduce programming model. We developed accounting software that can be utilized
for storing and retrieving data across different geographical areas. It supports multi-tenancy and can
be accessed anywhere at any time. This actually fulfills a basic constraint of a cloud application. The
application can be used by companies for certain services like project management, ticket raising,
employer’s details and communication, screen sharing, etc. A prototype that facilitates this kind of
application is developed using aneka libraries. The developed application runs on aneka using the
thread programming model. Firstly, the application is executed using the deadline driven scheduling
algorithm which is existing in aneka. Later on, the same application is executed by our proposed QOS
Enhanced scheduling algorithm. The observed improvements are marked in Table 2 with respect to
the total execution time of the application.
The experimentation shows that the application is faster while using the proposed algorithm.
The total execution time of the application is represented in milliseconds. The algorithm is efficient
in terms of resource utilization and tasks execution. These kinds of applications will have dynamic
workloads. The performance of the application should be high and for achieving this, we use our
proposed algorithm which helps to get optimized performance that yields enhanced QOS. The task
deadlines are followed and minimum of those is executed first followed by the rest. Also the preemptive scheduling reduces the average waiting time.
5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The results show that the proposed algorithm is efficient in utilization of resources when compared
with the deadline driven scheduling algorithm. This shows improved performance and efficiency
of the proposed algorithm. Performance is increased with reduced execution time and optimized
resource utilization is observed. As a result, cost associated with resources can also be reduced. The
QoS parameters achieved are performance, availability and cost. The application is distributed and
optimized when using the thread programming model. The performance metrics are compared to
the conventional scheduling algorithm and the efficiency of the proposed model is analyzed. The
novel algorithm ensures improved QoS of the application deployed over aneka. The QoS parameters
achieved are the performance and cost. The availability can be achieved by provisioning on demand
resources on the basis of requests. Performance is measured by reducing the total execution time of
the application. Cost can be optimized by proper resource utilization. Figure 2 clearly shows that
performance is increased in our proposed work when number of nodes is increased.
Table 2. Comparative analysis on total execution time of the application
Application

Accounting
Software

110

Cloud

Submitted Node

Total
task
Size

Duration (ms)
Deadline driven
Scheduling

QOS Enhanced
Scheduling

Private Cloud

tcp://192.168.1.108:9093

100

333135

84122

Private Cloud

XenServer instance (VM)

1200

612745

603726

Private Cloud

tcp://192.168.1.108:9093

41

304682

302576

Private Cloud

tcp://192.168.1.108:9092

60

72156

72124

Private Cloud

XenServer instance (VM)

130

300022

245670
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Figure 2. Performance improvement

Figure 3 shows the efficiency of our proposed algorithm with existing algorithm. It is very clear
to understand from the figure is that our proposed algorithm takes less execution time in comparison
with the existing algorithm. Figure 4 shows the execution time when more tasks are assigned to a
particular node. From this figure, it is easy to observe that our thread programming model takes
less execution time and increased efficiency of our proposed algorithm with existing algorithm. It
is very clear to understand from the figure is that our proposed algorithm takes less execution time
in comparison with the existing algorithm. Figure 5 shows energy efficiency of our proposed work.
Increasing the worker node instances result with faster execution. No. of jobs / tasks relies to peak
load to the system. The graphs depicted above shows (Figure 2 to Figure 5), the Total Execution
time is inversely proportional to Performance and Efficiency. Proper resource utilization constitutes
to better cost.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed algorithm results yields increased performance and optimized resource utilization
which results in enhanced QoS. The QoS Enhanced Scheduling Algorithm is comparatively faster
than the deadline driven scheduling and hence it is suitable for more efficiently storing and retrieving
E-health documents from the cloud. By means of the proposed algorithm, the total execution time of
the applications deployed on aneka cloud is reduced. In future, the work can be extended by creating
a hybrid environment for the evaluation of high performance computing applications. Also, the thread
programming model can be extended and a new programming model can be developed which can be
utilized for deploying distributed and high performance computing applications.
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Figure 3. Algorithm efficiency
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Figure 4. Comparative analysis of task and thread programming model
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Figure 5. Energy efficiency
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